Punch above your
weight.
How media
coverage creates
competitive
advantage for
online retailers.

Online retailers are
missing a trick.
In 2019, ecommerce accounted for 16% of all retail sales in the UK, with
a value of £137bn (source: ONS).
By 2028, analysts predict that online sales will represent 53% of retail
sales (source: Retail Economics).
Retailers are using a wide range of marketing tactics to encourage 		
customers to buy online, with spend on pay-per-click, SEO and other
methods supporting business growth.
However, online retailers may be missing a trick. The outcomes of their
PR activity – often overlooked when considering what drives sales –
are probably contributing far more to their sales performance than
they realise.
There is a very strong link between achieving online PR coverage in the
right publications and generating more consumer searches for 		
ecommerce brands and the products they sell.
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PR-driven search
impacts sales.
In the online retail environment, it’s very easy to understand the direct
and powerful relationship between search and sales. If consumers are
searching for particular products or brands, getting them to your 		
website significantly increases the chances of converting consideration
into purchase.
Tribe used its PRSV methodology to analyse the relationship between
online media coverage and Google search for 22 online fashion retailers
in the UK. The results are astonishing. Those ecommerce brands that
are using PR effectively to generate strong online media coverage are
punching well above their weight, generating more PR-driven search
than would be expected given their position in the market.
This ‘bonus’ PR-driven search can deliver competitive advantage. 		
Increasing share of search compared to other online retailers is a pretty
reliable way of influencing sales performance. What’s more, it costs
nothing, except the time and effort required to understand the big data
that sheds light on how and why the PR programme is under- or
over-performing.
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PRSV - how it works.

Audience impact is at the heart of PRSV evaluation, revealing how 		
people respond to online media coverage when looking for information
about topics that interest them.
The PRSV algorithm calculates the probability that the audience has
seen, opened and actually read PR-generated content. We call this
the engaged audience.
The news content that appears in Google search results is the basis for
our analysis because online media are now the most influential 		
channel. Nowadays, people turn to Google first for information and
90% of consumer journeys towards a purchase decision commence with
an online search.

Not all media are created equal, however. For any given topic, PRSV
calculates which media have been most effective in reaching the 		
interested audience.
To prove the validity of PRSV results, we correlate them against 		
independent data sets, such as consumer search trends, website visits,
sales, broadcast viewing figures, etc. This allows us to illustrate the 		
impact of PR on real-world audience behaviour and outcomes.
All of our analysis is carried out at very high levels of statistical 		
significance, which gives us confidence that the findings cannot be 		
down to chance alone.
PRSV allows organisations to #GetReal by providing insights which 		
genuinely answer the ‘So what?’ question and add value by optimizing
search and business results.
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Which online retailer reaches
the biggest engaged audience?.
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Base: PRSV coverage for Online Retail in the UK from April 2018 to December 2019

This chart shows the share by retailer of the overall engaged audience achieved by 		
online media coverage for online retail in the UK.
It won’t come as a surprise that more people see media coverage about Amazon than
any other online retail brand. This is in line with the size and ubiquity of the brand. 		
PRSV analysis allows other brands to be compared against this benchmark.
It may be more surprising to see M&S in second place, with 15% of the engaged 		
audience. M&S is a traditional retailer, yet it is capturing more of the engaged 			
audience for coverage relating to online retail than some of its online-only fashion 		
competitors. In other words, stories about M&S are reaching and influencing a lot 		
of people through online PR. On the other hand, Asos, Boohoo and Very are achieving
much less exposure to the audience which is actively interested in relevant content 		
about online retail.
So what? Online retailers can use this intelligence to inform the PR planning process, 		
to better understand their PR performance in relation to competitors and take 		
action to increase their share of the engaged audience. This means obtaining insights
into which media are reaching the biggest engaged audience and what types of 		
content they are using to create engagement.
That’s only the first part of the jigsaw, however. More importantly, PRSV reveals how
this engaged audience behaves as a result of reading online coverage. The next chart
illustrates this insight.
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Comparative media impact for
online retail brands.
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Comparative Media Impact (CMI) of online coverage achieved by UK ecommerce brands
Base: PRSV coverage for Online retail in the UK from April 2018 to December 2019

The previous chart showed the relative share of engaged audience PR campaigns
are producing for each retailer. This chart demonstrates how likely it is that the
media coverage will result in a subsequent Google search.
Very is the online retailer whose PR coverage is statistically most efficient at driving
Google search. When people read a piece of online PR content about Very, they are
twice as likely to follow it up with a Google search for the brand as they are if they
read a story about TopShop.
Look again at Amazon. Although online coverage about Amazon reaches a higher
percentage of the interested audience, reading that coverage is less likely to result
in a Google search, even compared to much smaller retailers such as Joules or
Ted Baker.
We now know that when Very achieves a piece of online coverage, there is the 		
strongest probability that increased levels of search will result, compared to its
competitors.
What we have already discovered by looking at the size of the engaged audience
is that Very is currently not producing enough online coverage in the right places to
maximise this potential advantage.
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Boohoo punches well above its
weight in the market.
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Punch weight for major online retailers
Base: PRSV coverage for Online Retail in the UK from April 2018 to December 2019

Punch weight is the final piece of the jigsaw when we are calculating how well 		
online retailers are converting online media coverage into online search. To calculate
punch weight, we look at the relative volumes of Google search for each brand in the
marketplace and determine whether online media coverage is driving more or less of
that search than we would expect.
Boohoo’s PR programme is currently head and shoulders above other rivals. 		
Despite having a much lower volume of search overall than most competitors, its PR
programme can be credited with delivering a higher percentage of that search than
any of its rivals. Its PR activity is punching well above its weight.
Boohoo’s punch weight is almost twice that of Next. Currently, Next annual sales
are about £4bn, compared to £1bn for Boohoo. If the smaller retailer continues to
maximise the results of its PR budget to increase search volumes, we envisage that
gap will continue to narrow.
For brands like John Lewis, Argos and ASOS, whose comparative media impact is
far higher than that of Boohoo (previous chart) the challenge is to increase their
online media presence in the right places. Doing more data-driven PR to target
specific publications with high engaged audiences should very quickly result in much
higher levels of search and raise their punch weight.
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So What?.

Here are some examples of how these insights can shape online
retailers’ response to capturing competitive advantage:

The analysis shows that online media coverage plays a much
bigger part in driving search for ecommerce retailers than might
be expected.
Online retailers can use PRSV insights to maximise the impact of 		
their online media coverage on search volumes. Tribe can help them 		
to understand:
		

Which specific online media are most effective at getting their 		
brand and products in front of a large engaged audience.

		
		

How the audience behaves after reading online media coverage 		
about the brand - does this result in Google search and, if so, for 		
which products?

Whether the volumes of search being driven by online coverage 		
		 are lower or higher than might be expected compared to 			
		 competitors.
What type of content will increase share of engaged audience.
		

How to reshape the PR programme to increase punch weight 		
drive more search and contribute to increased sales.
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About
“Tribe provides media intelligence and audience
insights into the stories that are being read
about your brand, and the conversations that are
happening around them.”

We’re an insight & communications consultancy that helps clients and
their agencies to drive growth by maximising the impact of their PR &
marketing activities, through:
Big data analysis & evaluation of online media, campaign activity and
audience search behaviour.
Emotional & semantic analysis & evaluation of social media and online
review content.
Qualitative consumer research & insight, immersion programmes &
employee engagement.
Design & delivery of insight-led and data-driven PR & marketing 		
communications campaigns.
We can help you move beyond meaningless vanity metrics and focus on
what really generates audience response.
We use big data techniques, statistical modelling including regression
analysis, sophisticated text mining and language framing to generate
our results. Our data can be correlated with viewing or sales figures.
Our team of directors has a combined experience of 100 years’ in PR,
marketing and research – providing the human expertise around 		
recognising insights and identifying opportunities.
Our technical director Mark Westaby is a pioneer of the UK media 		
evaluation industry, having founded Metrica, which grew to be the 		
world’s largest independent media evaluation agency and was bought
by Gorkana/Cision; as well as being a founding member of AMEC.

Email karen@tribecomms.com, call 0845 4379340 or visit
www.tribecomms.com for more information.
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Client Experience.
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